High quality acrylic resin to mix with your pigments to fix textures and create ultra matt. TEXTURIZER can be used to make terrains and texture for example the running gear of your tank. 100ml.

Simply add pigments or plaster to get a dense, rough paste.

Another way to use it is also to mix it with pigments or plaster but in a controlled manner, until we get a hard and embossed paste.

We can add different elements (ivy, leaves) to get an effect of soil adhering to the undercarriage.

Mix evenly.

This paste spread it over the desired surface, covering it completely and let it dry.

When necessary we can refine it with filters or washes, either enamel or oils.

Add some humidity with an enamel for for wet effects.

To apply on the lower parts it can be used in a first layer the airbrush blowing over a brush with a little of the mix splattering the surface until the desired effect is achieved.

The perfect thing for the wheels is to apply it in a rough way with lumps, directly with the brush or a toothpick.
This process can be repeated as many times as necessary to achieve the desired result.

Later and to refine the effect even more it can be painted over with another enamel product, like earth effects or dirt deposits.

Final effect applied over the terrain, the wheels and the lower parts of the tank.